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This is one of the best games for a large group of children, because it keeps every child on the alert. The runner should 
not try to run for a long time, but should make " three deep " soon. The oftener this is done the more children will get 

actively into the game, and every child will be kept on the look-out. 

At a given signal each leader starts forward, 
takes up a potato on the spoon, carries it to 
the basket or box, and places the potato in it . 
He then hands the spoon to the next player, 
and passes off the playing-field, not lining up 
again with his team. The second player picks 
up the next potato, puts it in the basket, and so 
on unt il all have played. The last one stands 
beside the box with the spoon held aloft as a 
signal that he has finished. 

No player may touch the potato with any
thing but the spoon. Should a potato be 
touched otherwise, the player must replace it 

ames 
The Minister's Cat. The first· player says, 

"The minister's cat is an avaricious cat," 
using an adjective which begins with "a" to 
describe the cat. The next player makes a 
remark about the cat, using the same initial 
letter for the adjective; for instance, that it 
is an " aggressive " cat. The letter " a " is 
used until the game has gone entirely round 
the circle, or until no player can think of another 
word beginning with " a." The first player 
then makes a similar remark about the cat, 
using an adjective beginning with the letter 
" b," and so on through the alphabet. Any 
player who is slow to respond, or who fails, 
must either drop out of the game or pay a 
forfeit, as may be decided at the start. 

Simon Says. Seat yourselves in a circle and 
choose one of the company to be the leader 
or Simon. His ·duty is to order ar. sort8 of 
different things to be done, the funnier the 

and pick it up again on the spoon. Should a 
potato drop off the spoon it should . be placed 
on again and the game continued from this 
point. 

The game may also be played in the follo~ing 
manner : Ten potatoes are placed five feet 
apa.rt in rows from the starting line. At the 
signal " Go ! " the racers (one runner for each 
row of potatoes) run from the starting line 
and pick up the potatoes one at a time, return
ing to plac~ them in a box or basket behind 
the starting line. The player getting a11 his · 
potatoes into the box first wins . 
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better. His orders, however, are to be obeyed 
only when the order begins with " Simon says." 
For instance, when he. says, " Simon says ~ 
' Thumbs up ! ' " all must obey ; but " Thumbs 
down ! " should not be obeyed, because the 
order did not commence with "Simon says." 

Each time this ru~e is forgotten a forfeit 
must be paid. " Hands over eyes," " Stamp 
the right foot," "Pull the left ear," etc. , are 
the kind of orders to be given. 

Hissing and Clapping. As many chairs as 
there are players are arranged down the middle 
of the room. The girls all sit down so that each 
has a vacant chair next her, and the boys retire 
from the room. During their absence the girls 
decide which particular boy is to occupy the 
vacant chair next each girl, and the boys are 
summoned in turn . 

On entering the room the boy must walk 
straight to the chair next the girl whom he 
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